Mission and Objectives

- To inform the membership of the Revised Wake Ritual and ensure there is a clear understanding of how to perform the Ritual.
Newly Revised Ritual

- The usage of candles during the ritual has been eliminated
- Standing Guard
- Song being used while approaching the remains of the deceased
  - You may choose an appropriate song from the newly revised Lead Me, Guide Me
Contacting the Family

- Deputy Grand Knight/Vice Grand Lady are responsible for contacting the family.
Presentation of the New Ritual

- Leader (Knight for deceased Knight or a Lady for deceased Lady)

- In addition to the Leader three (3) more members are needed
  - Two (2) Knights and one (1) Lady for deceased Knight
  - Two (2) Ladies and one (1) Knight for deceased Lady

- Be flexible and use the available individual(s)

- Closing Ode is now optional
Suggested Songs

- Hush, Hush, Somebody’s Callin’ My Name
- Steal Away To Jesus
- Soon I Will Be Done
- Plenty Good Room
- Just A Closer Walk With Thee